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Education for Innovation (E4I): A National Initiative Promoting Innovation
in Canadian Schools
Daniel H. Jarvis
Maria T. Cantalini-Williams
Glenda L. Black

Abstract
The Rideau Hall Foundation (RHF) in Ottawa, Canada selected the Schulich
School of Education (SSoE) as the faculty of education that would be tasked with
creating educational resources that would correspond with the release of two new
publications (Innovation Nation: How Canadian Innovators Made the World
Smarter, Smaller, Kinder, Safer, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier (2017)
written for younger readers; and Ingenious: How Canadian Innovators Made the
World Smarter, Smaller, Kinder, Safer, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier (2017)
written for older/adult readers. Both books were co-authored by The Right
Honourable David Johnston (former Governor General of Canada) and Dr. Tom
Jenkins as part of the Canada 150 (our sesquicentennial) celebrations. The SSoE
organized school teacher writing teams in summer 2017 and produced three
generic educational resources (Early Learning/Kindergarten; Grades 1-8; and
Grades 7-12) that were made freely available via the Canadian Innovation Space
website (https://canadianinnovationspace.ca/), and which included a newlydeveloped Innovation Cycle model, sample key innovation activities, and
suggestions for culminating Innovation Celebrations. Teacher candidates from
participating SSoE faculty classes also created grade-specific Innovation units and
these new resources were subsequently revised by teacher teams and then
piloted/evaluated by teachers from within different educational contexts (e.g.,
public schools, private schools, homeschools). This paper discusses the process of
how the writing team, which included pre-service teachers, in-service teachers,
and education researchers, developed the E4I resources, and also briefly
highlights the creation of a national partnership of Canadian organizations that
have worked together to promote innovation in Canada.
Keywords: Innovation, Education, Curriculum, Interdisciplinary.
Acknowledgments: Our thanks to the Rideau Hall Foundation for project
funding; to Nipissing University for their administrative support; and to all of our
participating pre-service and in-service teachers for their incredible creativity and
enthusiasm in writing, implementing, and providing feedback on the units.
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Introduction
The Rideau Hall Foundation (RHF) in Ottawa, Canada selected the Schulich
School of Education (SSoE) as the faculty of education that would be tasked with
creating educational resources that would correspond with the release of two new
publications (Innovation Nation: How Canadian Innovators Made the World
Smarter, Smaller, Kinder, Safer, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier written for
younger readers; and Ingenious: How Canadian Innovators Made the World
Smarter, Smaller, Kinder, Safer, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier written for
older/adult readers (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Two Canadian innovation books released in English and French
versions

Both books were co-authored by The Right Honourable David Johnston
(former Governor General of Canada) and Dr. Tom Jenkins as part of the Canada
150 (our sesquicentennial) celebrations. The SSoE organized school teacher
writing teams in summer 2017 and produced three generic educational resources
(Early Learning/Kindergarten; Grades 1-8; and Grades 7-12) that were made
freely
available
via
the
Canadian
Innovation
Space
website
(https://canadianinnovationspace.ca/), and which included a newly-developed
Innovation Cycle model, sample key innovation activities, and culminating
Innovation Celebrations.
Teacher Candidates from participating SSoE faculty classes also created
grade-specific Innovation Units and these new resources were subsequently
revised by teacher teams and then piloted/evaluted by teachers from within
different educational contexts (e.g., public schools, private schools, homeschools).
This paper discusses the process of how the writing team, which included preservice teachers, in-service teachers, and education researchers, developed the E4I
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resources, and also highlights feedback from educators who implemented the new
resource products that were created and made available online as part of this
national innovation initiative.

Development of the E4I Resources
In the 2016-17 academic year, Bachelor of Education teacher candidates from
participating SSoE faculty classes were also invited to create full units relating to
the new books (Ingenious; Innovation Nation), and then these units were
internally adjudicated and a shortened list of the best materials were revised for
pilot implementation in Ontario schools. After these grade-specific units were
developed, we realized that an Innovation Cycle pertained to all of the units, and
that there was clearly a generic set of experiences/lessons that were related to
innovation skills and mindsets. Therefore, we decided to further developed three
generic unit resources (Kindergarten; Grades 1-8; Grades 7-12) that were then
revised by school teachers in summer 2017, and posted for public access on the
then entitled “Canadian Innovation Culture” website. All of the units featured a
newly developed Innovation Cycle model, sample activities, and suggested
culminating projects/events.
The RHF provided additional funding for 2017-18 that includes a research
component that would focus on: (i) the process of how the Education for
Innovation (E4I) team and resources were formed, and (ii) formalized feedback on
the Ontario innovation units (i.e., E4I product research) before they are released
online as an educational resource for teachers.

E4I Research Study (in Progress)
This research study involves university faculty, school teachers, and paraeducational agency partners with a view to encouraging joint research
participation, new learning, and knowledge mobilization (McIntyre, 2005;
Williams & Coles, 2007). The current research study is framed by an
improvement-oriented, developmental evaluation model (Gamble, 2008; Patton,
2002) because it is a method known to be efficacious in gathering data about
many stakeholders‟ views, expectations, and impacts of a particular initiative.
Developmental Evaluation is an evaluation approach that aims to support the
development of an innovation. This aim is achieved through supporting
participants‟ information needs through evaluative inquiry as the participants
work to implement and refine a process or product, in this case the formulation of
the resource development team and national partners expansion, as well as the
creation of the new Education for Innovation (E4I) innovation units that are being
implemented by a select group of Ontario educators. Gamble in his 2008 work, A
Developmental Evaluation Primer, described the definition, methods, and
challenges of implementing Developmental Evaluation (DE) in the following
way:
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Innovation is commonly understood to be the introduction of something new
and useful. For the purposes of developmental evaluation, it is important to
make some distinctions. Developmental evaluation applies to an ongoing
process of innovation in which both the path and the destination are evolving.
It differs from making improvements along the way to a clearly defined goal.
Where more traditional approaches to evaluation try to predict the outcomes
of the innovation and focus measurement on those goals, developmental
evaluation is intended to support innovation within a context of uncertainty.
The „developmental‟ in developmental evaluation is based on the innovation
driving change. . . . Innovation is distinct from improvement in that it causes
reorganization at a systems level and can occur at the level of an organization,
a network or society at large. . . . Developmental evaluation makes use of
methods familiar to evaluation: surveys, interviews and observations, among
others. There are also some tools from complexity science that hold promise
for informing developmental evaluation. (pp. 13-19)
In Complexity Theory there is a concept known as “enabling constraints” that
has been specifically applied to educational contexts (Davis et al., 2008; Klinger
et al., 2012). In brief, “enabling constraints” are defined as limiting factors that
potentially serve to increase productivity and/or creativity within a system.
Likewise, Jarvis (2006, 2009) developed a similar notion which he entitled
“parametric creativity,” and defined it as follows: “A negotiation strategy for
curriculum and professional development in which participants are given a
specific, yet unscripted assignment by the organizing individual/group in such a
way as to facilitate critical thinking and creative expression within the prescribed
parameters” (Jarvis, 2009, p. 235). The related Parametric Creativity Curriculum
Negotiation model involves four key factors: parameters, size of group,
communication, and time frame. The survey research study focuses on the
development of both the project faculty members and national partnership team
(i.e., the Process) as well as the created E4I educational resources (i.e., the
Products). Within developmental evaluation research, products created within a
system can also be analyzed by participants and/or the researchers. In this case,
the E4I units of study were piloted in select schools and other educational settings
(private schools, home schools) and were implemented by volunteers who
provided us with valuable feedback via an online survey.

Research Questions
This paper which focuses on the process of how various stakeholders created
the E4I resource products and made them available online for teachers is actually
part of a larger national RHF project that seeks to enhance innovation education
and participation across Canada. Four overarching research questions formed the
basis of our 2-part (process/product) study:
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E4I Process Questions: (1) What were the experiences of those involved in the
development of the resources? (2) What are some benefits and challenges
identified within this developmental process?
E4I Product Questions: (3) What is the implementation feedback from teachers
regarding the Education for Innovation (E4I) resource documents? and 4) What
are recommendations for future revisions of the E4I resources?
These questions were used to develop online survey research questions (see
Appendix A and B).

Research Methods
Online survey research (Qualtrics software) was used for both the Process
and Product studies, both of these involving approximately 20 participants
including teachers, curriculum writers and reviewers, faculty members, project
organizers, and national partner members. The survey data was entered into
Atlas.ti qualitative software for the process of Thematic Analysis, i.e.,
familiarization with data, generating initial codes, searching for emergent themes
among codes, reviewing themes, defining and naming themes, and producing a
report (Creswell, 2009; Guest et al., 2012; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Data is
currently being analyzed in summer 2018 for both the Process and Product
components, and unit revisions as well as further publications will result follow
this analysis.

E4I Teacher Resource Development
Although “innovation” as a concept has been variously defined in different
countries and project initiatives (see for example Couros, 2015; Crossecombe,
2018; Gabriel, 2016; Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, 2017) the RHF
project settled on the following clear definition: “Creating or improving a product
(thing) or action (process) in order to make a positive impact (difference).” A new
Canadian Innovation Space (CIS) website (Figure 2) has been designed, along
with a new logo, to house various innovation resources/initiatives:
(https://canadianinnovationspace.ca/).
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Figure 2. Canadian Innovation Space Website and New Logo

By clicking on the Resources link in the expandable menu of the website, one
is redirected to a separate page that presents our three generic E4I units for free
downloading. These three generic unit guides (Figure 3) focus by title on Early
Learning/Kindergarten, Grades 1-8, and Grades 7-12, and they are available in
both official languages of English and French. Over 1000 teachers have now been
involved in the development and refinement of these three educational resources.
Figure 3. Education for Innovation (E4I) Generic Units with Similar
Structure/Components

Common to all of these units of study is: (i) a look at specific Canadian
innovations/innovators from our history; (ii) the presentation of our new
Innovation Model (or Cycle) with its five key components of Inquire, Ideate,
Incubate, Implement, and Impact (Figure 4); (iii) student engagement with the
innovation process/projects; and (iv) sharing these projects in an Innovation
Celebration.
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Figure 4. The Innovation Cycle (Inquire, Ideate, Incubate, Implement, and overall
Impact)

Further, a second series of grade-specific units for Grades 1-12, each based
on different topics stemming from the provincial curriculum documents, have also
been written and are currently being reviewed by Ontario educators. These
innovation units cover a range of school subjects and sectors, and they
complement existing entrepreneurship programming. What follows are the foci of
the Grade 1-8 innovation units of study: (i) Grade 1: Seasonal; (ii) Grade 2:
Community; (iii) Grade 3: Agricultural; (iv) Grade 3: Environmental; (v) Grade 5:
Structures; (vi) Grade 6: Social; (vii) Grade 7: Medical; and (viii) Grade 8:
Aviation. Grade 9-12 units are also being developed and piloted.
Eight national partner organizations (Figure 5) each having some meaningful
connection with innovation education in Canada were invited by the Rideau Hall
Foundation to begin meeting together, sharing ideas, and strategizing on future
events and resources to promote innovation. This RHF partnership included the
following seven other organizations: Schulich School of Education (SSoE) at
Nipissing University, Perimeter Institute, Junior Achievement (JA) Canada,
PowerPlay Strategies, Skills Canada, Young Entrepreneur Leadership Launchpad
(YELL), and Ingenium.
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Figure 5. National Partnerships (7) that have developed as part of the RHF
Innovation Initiative

In May 2018, a national Innovation Week event took place across Canada
with events happening in various provinces such as Ontario and British Columbia,
highlights of which are now available on the CIS website
(https://canadianinnovationspace.ca/innovation-week/). During the summer of
2018 we will be analyzing the research data from both the E4I Process and
Product surveys, with a view to releasing updated E4I resources for teachers via
the CIS website in 2018-19.
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Appendices
Appendix A: E4I Process Research Interview Questions
1. Please describe your role in the innovation project development.
2. Please describe how you came to be involved in the project.
3. What specifically were you tasked to do during the development of the innovation
project?
4. What are your overall impressions of the innovation events and resources (e.g., E4I
docs)?
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5. What part(s) of the process seemed positive and/or beneficial to the overall project?
What and/or who contributed to this positive aspect, in your opinion?
6. What part(s) of the process seemed negative and/or challenging to the overall project?
What and/or who contributed to this negative aspect, in your opinion?
7. Can you describe a few key moments or decisions that occurred during the project
development process that clearly had a significant effect on the direction or shape of the
project?
8. What could the RHF or the project leader(s) have done differently to enhance the
process?
9. What do you foresee as future potentialities and/or challenges for this innovation
initiative?
10. Please provide any other feedback that you feel would improve the overall process.
Appendix B: E4I Product Research Survey Questions
1. Please provide the name of your school board and/or school context (e.g., name of
publicly-funded school, private school, or homeschool context).
2. Please note the E4I resource/unit that was used.
3. Please note the grade level(s) with which the unit was implemented.
4. As a classroom teacher, what feature(s) of the E4I resource/unit were most useful to
you? Please provide detailed and specific comments.
5. As a classroom teacher, what feature(s) of the E4I resource/unit may require some
revision(s)? In other words, were there any poorly-worded instructions or problematic
activities? Please provide detailed and specific comments.
6. Please describe your impressions regarding student engagement and the development
of innovation learning skills during the unit, compared to other educational materials that
you may have implemented with this group. If possible, please describe specific actions
or comments made by students during this innovation unit.
7. Could you specifically comment on the culminating activity for the unit of study (e.g.,
Innovation Project and Celebration), in terms of how these were developed (e.g., How
long did they have to work on these? Were they done individually or in pairs/groups? Did
they submit plans, show progress, or plan budget?)?
8. Please discuss how the culminating activity (Innovation Project/Celebration) was
organized (e.g., classroom, gymnasium, online)? What reasons did you and/or they have
for designing it this way?
9. How was the culminating activity experienced and received by participants (e.g.,
students, peers, parents/guardians, others)?
10. What are your thoughts regarding future usage of the existing E4I resources?
11. How might teacher colleagues (i.e., other teachers in your school, or throughout
Ontario/Canada) approach innovation unit implementation? In other words, what place do
you think this may have?
12. If the E4I educational resources were to be made available online via D2L
(Desire2Learn) Brightspace platform, how do you think this might affect the use of the
educ. resource in Ontario?
13. Please comment on possible effective strategies to familiarize students with
current/recent Canadian innovations in addition to those found in the books Ingenious and
Innovation Nation.
14. Do you have any other related comments or ideas to add?
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